
Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (energy)- you are able to feel the currents of storms and can 
detect unnnatural electrical energy and air currents +2

ModWisdom
WIS

Meditation (encounter)- you can harness your inner mental control and 
focus during the chaos of an encounter. You gain advantage when saving 
against frightened, deafened, or stunned status.

ModCharisma
CHA

The Echertin Storm Warden

Lineage Abilities

16

16

12

18

12

10

+3

+0

+1

+3

+1

+4

Proficiency Bonus +2
Echertin Abilities Description
Darkvision You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, in darkness 

as if it were dim light. You can’t see color, just shades of gray.
Flame Hand You can focus for 1 minute and create a flaming light from your hands. You can 

complete no other actions during this time, and the flames cease after 1 min. The 
flames give off only slight heat and can not cause damage or ignite objects.

Speed You have a walking speed of 25 feet.
Resilience You have advantage on saves vs. fire, resistance to fire damage
Attributes CON +2



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather armor - 13 -

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Dagger 1d4 Piercing 1-hand light, thrown

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
C Thunderclap 1act Instant 5ft   CON Burst of thunderous sound up to 100 feet 

away. Each create in range and area must 
succeed in CON save or 1d6 thunder damage

C Frostbite 1act Instant 60ft CON
14

Numbing frost one creature in range, CON 
save, 1d6 cold damage & disadvantage on 
next attack.

1 Faerie Fire 1act 1 min 60/20 DEX Objects in 20ft cube in 60 range glow blue. 
Creatures save DEX. Creatures shed dim light 
and attacks against it are at advantage

1 Electric Arcs 1 act Instant self 
+10

Dex Showers of electricity erupt from you. 
Creatures within 10 feet take 2d6 electrical 
dmg and no reactions for 1 turn. On save, 1/2 
DMG no other effects.

1 Unseen Servant 1 act 1 hour 60ft     - Creates invisible, mindless force performs 
simple tasks in range. Action commands 
move up to 15 and simple tasks, cleaning, 
mending, holding objects, etc.

1 Foggy Haze 1ct 10 min 60ft    - Create 20ft radius of fog, causes heavy obscurement

Name Description
Cantrip- Eldritch Blast 1 action casting, range 120ft, instantaneous, beam of crackling energy attack, 

hits for 1d10 force damage.
Armor of Shadows You can cast Mage Armor on yourself at will. Cast 1act, lasts 8hrs. AC 13+ DEX 

mod.
Repelling Blast When you cast Eldritch Blast, you push the target up to 10 feet away in a line.
Tome of Storms This book allows you to cast the cantrips Chill Touch, Shocking Grasp, Ray of 

Frost
Spellcasting DC 12; Spell attack +6; Spell Save +6

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+1 11 30

Storm Warden P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

Knowledge (anatomy)- you have an extensive knowledge of anatomy for 
medicine of the lineages of Seorsus. This assists your medical treatment. 
+2

ModIntelligence
INT

Medicine. You have treated many patients over the years and can best 
provide rapid care for healing. +3

ModWisdom
WIS

ModCharisma
CHA

The Elf Chirurgeon

Lineage Abilities

16

12

12

12

18

12

+3

+1

+1

+1

+4

+1

Proficiency Bonus +2

Elven Abilities Description
Darkvision You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, in darkness 

as if it were dim light. You can’t see color, just shades of gray.
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet.
Keen Senses You have Proficiency in Perception skills.
Fey Ancestry Advantage on saves against charm; magic cannot put you to sleep.
Attributes DEX +2



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather armor - 11 -

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Longsword 1d8+3/1d10+3 Piercing 1-2 hand Versatile, Thrown
Dagger 1d4+4 Piercing 1-hand Finesse, Light, Thrown (20/60)
Unarmed Strike STR mod +2 Bludgeon

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
1 Cure Wounds 1act Instant Touch      - A creature is healed 1d8+ MOD (4) HP.
1 Aid 1act 8 hours 30ft      - Up to 3 creatures of choice in range. Each 

target’s HP max and current HP increases for 
duration.

1 Arcanthrium 
Weapon

1 
bonus-
act

1m 60ft You create a floating, spectral weapon that 
glows of arcanthrium. When you cast the spell, 
make a melee Spell Attack against a creature 
within 5 feet of the weapon. Hits deliver 1d+8 
Spell Ability Mod (+4) Force damage. As a 
bonus action, you can move the weapon up to 
20 feet and repeat the attack as above.

Name Description
Cantrip- Create salve You create a magically infused salve that will heal 2 minor wounds over 

the course of 1 hour or induce deep sleep for 3 rounds. 
Surgical Interventions 4x per day, you can channel nature’s energy to 1) double the HP’s healed 

when casting Cure Wounds, or 2) remove from one creature within 30 feet the 
following conditions, blinded, deafened, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned, stunned.

Advanced Healing 
Expertise

You have training in emergency medical treatment and can heal a number of 
wounds up to your Healing Pool per day. Your pool is equal to double your 
Character level + your bonuses for INT + WIS

Apothecary You can harvest nature’s bounty to creative medicines specific to Blindness, 
Paralysis, and Poison. These increase the target’s save roll by +5. Each medicine 
takes 1 hour to create.

Triage 1/day as an action, you can restore 15 HP. Choose any creatures within 30 feet of 
you and divide the HP amongst them. No creature may exceed half of their full 
HP this way.

Attack Rolls +5 to hit
Spellcasting Casting Mod +4, Spell Attack Mod +6, Save DC= 14

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+1 12 27

Chirurgeon P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

Athletics- Jumping, climbing, swimming, holding on for dear life +5ModStrength
STR

Rigging- You are an expert at all forms of rope work, knots, rigging, and 
creating items from cordage and create and repair items +4
Acrobatics- rolling, tumbling, balance, flips, etc. +8

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception- spot, hear, or otherwise detect something +4ModWisdom
WIS

ModCharisma
CHA

The Elven Sky Sailor

Lineage Abilities

16

10

12

11

14

18

+3

+4

+1

+0

+2

+0

Proficiency Bonus +2

Elven Abilities Description
Darkvision You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, in darkness 

as if it were dim light. You can’t see color, just shades of gray.
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet.
Keen Senses You have Proficiency in Perception skills.
Fey Ancestry Advantage on saves against charm; magic cannot put you to sleep.
Attributes DEX +2



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather armor torso/legs 13 -

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Flintlock Pistol 1d8 Piercing 1-hand reload (5), light, ammunition, 

Range 30/90
Rapier 1d8+6 Piercing 1-hand Finesse (DEX)
Net None Bludgeon Range 5/15ft, creature Large or 

smaller is restrained until freed 
with DC 10 STR check.

Unarmed Strike STR mod +1 Bludgeon

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Name Description
Cantrip- Gust Cast 1 act, Range 30ft, Save (STR 10); push a medium or smaller size creature 5 

feet away from you, create blast of air to move object up to 5lbs (not held) 10 
feet away from you; create harmless sensory effect using air (rustling leaves, 
wind slamming shutters, etc.)

Take the Helm! You can pilot a sky ship using DEX or STR modifiers to dangerous manuevers.
Snare You can use a 20’ length of rope like a net for purposes of restraining creatures.
Scale You can use a grappling hook to add +1 to any climbing attempts. You also climb 

at your normal speed with no penalties.
Action Surge Once per day, you can take an additional action on your turn.
Sneak Attack Once per turn you can deal an extra 1d6 DMG to one creature you hit with your 

pistol or rapier.
Attack Rolls +6 Rapier, +5 unarmed, +4 to pistol

Special Abilities & Feats

+4 15 28

Sky Sailor P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

Knowledge (Sky Isle Ecosystems)- you understand navigating isles, isle 
ecology, isle geology. +2
Tinker- you can build rustic structures & items with few resources. +2

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (nature)- unnatural growth/animals/travelers +1
Tracking- follow animal and humanoid tracks on ground +2

ModWisdom
WIS

ModCharisma
CHA

The Faunarian Isle Warden

Lineage Abilities

12

18

12

18

12

10

+1

+4

+0

+4

+1

+1
Proficiency Bonus +2

Faunarian Abilities Description
Affinity- Animal 
Handling

You roll with advantage on any task to understand behavior, de-escalate 
aggression, or otherwise handle a natural wild animal. 

Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet.
Headbutt You can use your horns as a bludgeon in melee combat. Move 1 full action (30ft), 

and roll unarmed strike. Damage 1d6+STR bonus.
Attributes CON +1, WIS +2



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather armor, partial torso/legs 11 -

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Quarterstaff 1d6 Bludgeon 1-hand-2 Versatile (2hands, 1d8)
Dagger 1d4 Piercing 1-hand Finesse (STR or DEX), Light, 

Thrown 20/60

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
C Gust 1act Instant 30ft STR14 Seize air. Push Med/smaller creature 5 feet, 

move object <5lb., sensory effect
C Mold Earth 1act Instant 30ft      - 5ft cube, excavate/move/deposit 5ft, shapes, 

colors, words, make difficult terrain.
1 Goodberry 1act Instant Touch      - Up to 10 magic berries appear in your hand. 

A creature eating one gets +1 Hit Point. 1 
berry is enough nourishment for 1 day.

1 Entangling Cage 1act 1 min 40ft STR14 Vines spring up in a 20-ft square to entrap a 
single creature size L or smaller.

2 Animal Messenger 1act 24hrs 30ft      - Use an animal to deliver a message. Tiny 
beast you can see. Specify location of person 
to get the message (describe them) and 
message of up to 25 words.

Name Description
Cantrip- Control Flames 1 action. 60ft radius. 5ft cube. Instant. Nonmagical flames: extinguish, expand 

5ft, double or halve light, change color, cause shapes.
Purify Food & Drink 1 action, 10ft, instant. All nonmagical food in 5ft radius is purified and free of 

food and disease.
Animal Friendship 2x per day, you can convince one beast within 30 feet that you mean it no harm. 

It must be in line of sight. If it’s INT is higher than 4, it fails. This ends if you or a 
companion attempts to harm the beast.

Wilderness Healing You are trained in healing in the wild. With an action, you can restore 1 HP to a 
single creature.

Combat Melee +3, Ranged +1
Spellcasting Mod +4, Attack Mod +6, Save DC 14

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+1 11 36

Isle Warden P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

Brawler- you are experienced in bareknuckles dust-ups and gain a bonus 
to hit and 10% chance to stun an opponent who takes damage. +1.

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

Knowledge (history)- you know the history of major events in Seorsus, the 
Sundering, and the sky isles. +3

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (crowd)- You can read a crowd and determine if it is friendly/
positive/neutral/negative/hostile toward you. +1

ModWisdom
WIS

Performance- you are a talented singer, musician, storyteller, actor, or 
other form of entertainment +8

ModCharisma
CHA

The Human Bard

Lineage Abilities

15

11

18

17

13

13

+2

+0

+1

+3

+1

+4
Proficiency Bonus +2

Human Abilities Description
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet and a swimming speed of 40 feet.
Abilities All abilities +1



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather Armor - 12

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Quarterstaff 1d6/1d8 Bludgeon 1-2 hand Versatile

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
C Minor Illusion 1act 1 min 30f/5   - Sound or image of an object within 5ft cube 

in range
1 Feather Fall 1re-

act
1min 60f      - Up to 5 falling creatures, descent slows to 60 

fps, lands unharmed on feet.
1 Heroism 1act Concen-

trate>1
Touch      - Willing creature touched is immune to 

frightened and 4 temp HP until spell ends.
1 Heat Metal 1act Concen-

tration 
>1,

60f
STR 
14

Choose manufactured metal object you can 
see in range and it glows red hot. Contact 
causes 2d8 Fire dmg. CON save or drop item.

Name Description
Cantrip- Thunderous 
Bellow

1 action. 100/5ft. Instant. Up to 100 ft away, 5 foot cube of thunderous sound 
causes CON save in all creatures in area or be stunned for next action.

Bardic Inspiration As a bonus action, a creature other than you within 60 ft & can hear you, gains 
an Inspiration die (d6). For 10 minutes, the creature can add that to one ability 
check, attack roll, or saving throw. Can be added after rolling but before knowing 
success.

Jane of All Trades Add half proficiency (rounded down) (+1) to any ability check that doesn’t 
already include proficiency.

Song of Rest If you or any friendly creatures who can hear you regains hit points after a short 
rest, they regain an extra 1d6.

Combat Inspiration A creature with an Inspiration Die from you can roll that die and add the number 
to weapon damage, attack rolls, reaction rolls, or AC checks.

Combat Melee +4, Ranged +4, Unarmed Brawl +5
Spellcasting Mod +4, Attack Mod +6, Save DC 14

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+2 14 27

Bard P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

Knowledge (Sky Isle Ecosystems)- you understand sky isle ecology, 
geology, and biomes. +2
Knowledge (Megafauna)- you have expertise in sky isle megafauna. +3

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (nature)- you can sense unnatural growth, animals, and 
travelers around you. +3
Survival +1

ModWisdom
WIS

Connection (flora)- you can feel the songs of the forest community and 
understand if they are either content or discontent +3

ModCharisma
CHA

The Human Druid

Lineage Abilities

10

13

13

18

13

17

+0

+1

+3

+4

+1

+1
Proficiency Bonus +2

Human Abilities Description
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet and a swimming speed of 40 feet.
Abilities All abilities +1



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather Armor - 12

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Quarterstaff 1d6/1d8 Bludgeon 1-2 hand Versatile

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
C Guidance 1act Concen-

trate 
>1min

Touch   - Willing creature and they can roll a d4 and 
add the number rolled to one ability check of 
choice (before or after the check).

1 Create or Destroy 
Water

1act Instant 30/30      - Create or destroy: up to 10 gallons of water 
in a container; rain or fog in 30ft cube.

1 Cure wounds 1act Instant Touch      - Creature touched gains 1d8 + MOD HP
1 Entangle 1act Concen-

tration 
>1,

90/20
STR 
14

Weeds and vines sprout in a 20ft sq. from 
a point in range. Ground is difficult terrain. 
Save STR or be restrained.

1 Frostbite 1act Instant 60ft CON Frostbite forms on a creature in range 
causing 1d6 cold DMG upon failed save and 
have disadvantage on weapon attack rolls 
until end of next turn.

2 Find Traps 1act Instant 120ft   - Find any trap in range and line-of-sight.
2 Locate Animals/Plants 1act  

+10
Instant Self  - Describe specific kind of beast/plant. 

Listening to voice of nature, you learn 
direction & distance to nearest within 5miles.

Name Description
Cantrip- Druidcraft 1 action. 30ft radius. Instantaneous. Detect weather in your area for 24 hours, or 

instantly make flower blossom/seed pod open, or sensory effect such as falling 
leaves, puff of wind, sound of small animal, skunk odor, or instantly snuff a 
candle, torch, small campfire.

Wild Shape As an action, you can magically assume the shape of a beast you have seen 
(bear, monitor, wolf) 2/day. Lasts up to  hour. Ends upon bonus action or if you 
fall unconscious. You gain statistics of the beast but retain your INT/WIS/CHA 
plus saves.

Combat Melee +2, Ranged +1
Spellcasting Mod +4, Attack Mod +6, Save DC 14

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+1 12 27

Druid P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

Knowledge (nature)- you have an extensive knowledge of forest and 
mountain ecosystems and test +2

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (nature)- you are experienced in spotting, hearing, and other-
wise detecting things out of place in nature +2

ModWisdom
WIS

ModCharisma
CHA

The Human Guardian

Lineage Abilities

18

11

13

13

17

13

+4

+1

+1

+0

+3

+1

Proficiency Bonus +2

Human Abilities Description
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet.
Attributes All attributes +1



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Hide armor torso/legs 13 -

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Spear 1d6+4 Piercing 1-2 hand Versatile, Thrown (20/60)
Dagger 1d4+4 Piercing 1-hand Finesse, Light, Thrown (20/60)
Handaxe  1d6+4 Slashing 1-hand Light, Thrown (20/60)
Unarmed Strike STR mod +1 Bludgeon

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
1 Sanctuary 1act 1 min 30 ft      - You create a protective ward around 1 

creature within 30 feet. Until the spell ends, 
any attack directed against the creature must 
first pass a WIS check (DC 11). This does not 
protect against area effects (e.g. fireballs, etc.)

1 Shielding Aura 1act Concen-
tration, 
up to 
10m

60ft A shimmering field surround a creature of your 
choice within range, granting it a +2 bonus to 
AC until you break concentration.

Name Description
Cantrip- Flame Weapon Flame-like radiance surrounds your chosen weapon for 3 turns and adds +1d8 

radiant damage to the chosen weapon’s damage. Weapon must not be thrown.
Curing Touch 2x per day, you can channel nature’s energy to 1) double the HP’s healed 

when casting Cure Wounds, or 2) remove from one creature within 30 feet the 
following conditions, blinded, deafened, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned, stunned.

Protection Sense 2x per day, as an action, you can concentrate to detect any creatures within 60 
feet who explicitly intend to do you or your party harm.

Healing Expertise You have training in emergency medical treatment and can heal a number of 
wounds up to your Healing Pool per day. Your pool is equal to your Character lev-
el + your bonuses for INT + WIS

Attack Rolls +4 to hit
Spellcasting Casting Mod +1, Spell Attack Mod +3, Save DC= 11

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+1 13 33

Guardian P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

Escape Artist- You can escape ropes, bindings, shackles, and grapples. +2ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

Knowledge (Sky Isle Ecosystems)- you understand navigating isles, isle 
ecology, isle geology. +1
Knowledge (Economics)- you understand markets & trade. +1

ModIntelligence
INT

Tracking- follow animal and humanoid tracks on ground +1
Profession (Sailor)- You are trained sailor on water and sky. You know 
skills typical of safe sailing. +2

ModWisdom
WIS

Diplomacy- You persuade others, gain information, settle arguments, and  
negotiate. +2

ModCharisma
CHA

The Human Knemarian Explorer

Lineage Abilities

10

10

18

16

14

12

+0

+0

+1

+5

+2

+3

Proficiency Bonus +1

Human Abilities Description
Ability Score Increase Ability scores increase by +1
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet.
Cantrip- Alarm 1min cast. 30ft radius, 8 hour duration. You set alarm. Choose door, window, or 

area (radius) no larger than 20ft cube. Whenever tiny or larger creature enter, it 
alerts you. You can select specific creatures that won’t set off alarm. You choose if 
it makes noise or not. This alerts you if you are within 1 mile of the area.



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather armor, Heavy 
Knemaian Coat

torso/legs 11 -

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Hand crossbow 1d6 Piercing 1-hand Rng 30ft/120ft
Knemarian Pickaxe 1d8 Piercing 1-hand-2 Retrieval Node
Dagger 1d4 Piercing 1-hand Finesse (STR or DEX), Light, 

Thrown 20/60

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Name Description
Cunning Action Bonus action each turn to Dash, Disengage, or Hide
Fast Hands Use Cunning Action to Slight of Hand, disarm traps/locks, or Use an Object
Expert Climber Climbing is normal movement for you. Running jumps +2 feet movement.
“I know someone” You have a network of connections to help you. When arranging lodging, 

transportation, or gear, you have advantage on rolls to get a favorable outcome.
Feat- Lucky You have 3 luck points per long sleep. You can spend 1 luck point to roll an 

additional d20 on an ability check, skill attempt, attack roll, or saving throw.
Cartographer You can create highly detailed maps that include land masses, ecological areas, 

political boundaries, and navigation aids. 
Knemarian Pickaxe Node You carry a special Knemarian device on your belt that is magically attuned to 

your pickaxe. 3x per day, you can spend 1 action to use the Node and the pickaxe 
magically returns to your hand, ready for the next round.

Sneak Attack Once per turn, you can deal an extra 2d6 DMG to one creature you hit with an 
attack from your crossbow or dagger.

Cunning You can take a bonus action each turn for Dash, Disengage, or Hide actions.
Combat +2 to hit

Special Abilities & Feats

+2 13 27

Explorer P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

Brawler- you are experienced in bareknuckles dust-ups and gain +1 to hit 
and 10% chance to stun an opponent who takes damage.

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (negotiation)- you are experienced in detecting a possible 
falsehood during negotiations +1

ModWisdom
WIS

Persuasion- You have a rare ability to tailor your arguments to another 
persons point-of-view when trying to influence them +1

ModCharisma
CHA

The Orc Expeditionist

Lineage Abilities

14

16

12

18

12

10

+2

+0

+1

+3

+1

+4

Proficiency Bonus +2

Orc Abilities Description
Darkvision You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, in darkness 

as if it were dim light. You can’t see color, just shades of gray.
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet.
Powerful Build You count as 1 size larger when determining weight you can push, drag, or lift.
Attributes STR +2, CON +1



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather armor torso/legs 13 -

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Flintlock Pistol 1d8 Piercing 1-hand reload (5), light, ammunition, 

Range 30/90
Kukri  1d6+2 Slashing 1-hand Finesse (STR or DEX), Light
Unarmed Strike STR mod  

(2)+1
Bludgeon

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
C Thunderous Bellow 1act Instant 5ft      - Up to 100ft, CON throw or be stunned for 

next action
1 Heroism 1act 1 min Touch      - Willing creature imbued with bravery up to 1 

min (requires concentration). Immune to fear 
gains temporary HP = spellcasting modifier

1 Longstrider 1act 1 hour Touch Target’s speed increases by 10 feet until spell 
ends.

Name Description
Cantrip- Blade Ward 1 action casting, self, 1-round, until end of next turn, you have resistance against 

bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing damage dealt by weapon attachs.
Leadership- Another go! The Expeditionist can use both of their actions this round to give another player 

a reroll token. The next turn, the player can  spend that on any roll. The token 
expires at the end of the next turn.

Leadership- Have at it! The Expeditionist can use both of their actions this round to give another player 
an extra action in the next turn. 

Fighting Style- Protection When a creature you can see attacks a target other than you within 5 feet of 
you, you can use your reaction to impose disadvantage on the attack roll.

Attack Rolls +4 to hit melee/ +0 ranged

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+0 11 31

Expeditonist P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

Knowledge (Aerial Navigation)- Your studies have enhanced your ability to 
navigate between sky isles +2

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (magical tides)- You have a bonus to help a helmsperson 
steer a skyship and add this to their steering rolls. +3

ModWisdom
WIS

ModCharisma
CHA

The Reefsinger Arcane Navigator

Lineage Abilities

10

12

12

17

14

18

+0

+1

+4

+3

+2

+1
Proficiency Bonus +2

Reefsinger Abilities Description
Darkvision You can see in dim light within 60 feet of you as if it were bright light, in darkness 

as if it were dim light. You can’t see color, just shades of gray.
Hold Breath You can hold your breath for up to 2 hours.
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet and a swimming speed of 40 feet.
Hydrocoral Armor You have AC 11 from natural hydrocoral magically infused in your skin plus you can 

sacrifice 1 symbiote nematocyst as a ranged attack.
Water Shield 2x per day, you can draw water from the air to create a shield adding +1 to AC for 

the duration of an encounter.
Attributes DEX +2, WIS +1



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Cloak of Protection - 12/12/14 12 when blinded wearing cloak, 14 when 

not blinded (DEX + Cloak)

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Hydrocoral Nematocyst 1d4 Piercing   - Range 5/10, poison save DC 10
Quarterstaff 1d4 Piercing 1-hand Finesse (STR or DEX), Light, 

Thrown 20/60

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
C Gust 1act Instant 30ft STR14 Seize air. Push Med/smaller creature 5 feet, 

move object <5lb., sensory effect
C Blade Ward 1act Instant Self      - until end of next turn, gain resistance to 

blugdeoning, peircing, & slashing from 
weapon attacks.

1 Identify 1act Instant Touch      - Touch an object. If magical, you learn 
properies and how to use them, and how 
many charges it has. For all items, you learn 
whether magic is effecting the item, if it was 
created by a spell, and which spell created it.

2 Skywrite 1act 
+ 
10m

Concen-
tration 
>1hr

*

     -

You cause up to 10 words to form in the 
sky. These appear to be made of clouds and 
dissipate when spell ends.

2 Bind Air 1act 1min 120ft STR20 You restrain flying creatures, elementals for 1 
minute. DC STR 20 breaks free.

Name Description
Cantrip- Light 1 action. Touch/20ft radius. 5ft cube. 1hour. Object no larger than 10x10 emits 

bright light in 20ft radius for up to 1 hour. Light is color of caster’s choosing.
Perceive the Currents You can see the otherwise invisible currents of magic that move the sky isles 

over Seorsus. You increase helm navigation & flight stability +5. You provide 
+3 to evasive maneuvers while aloft. To gain bestow these, you must be at the
helm, blindfolded and take no other actions.

Orb of Vyr The magical maelstrom is a dangerous place. You provide +3 to evasive 
maneuvers to the helm while aloft. 1/day you can unleash vivid light from the 
orb and cast Bind Air.

Combat Melee +2, Ranged +2
Spellcasting Mod +4, Attack Mod +6, Save DC 14

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+2 * 21

Arcane Navigator P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (sailing)- you are experienced in spotting, hearing, and 
otherwise detecting things out of place while sailing +2

ModWisdom
WIS

Perform (inspire)- you have a way to create positive action in a crowd of 
people, shiftin their perception of you 2 steps positive (hostile- negative-
neutral-positive-friendly). +2 

ModCharisma
CHA

The Zephyrkin Guardian

Lineage Abilities

18

12

12

16

10

14

+4

+2

+1

+1

+0

+3

Proficiency Bonus +2

Zephyrkin Abilities Description
Affinity- Battle Craft You roll with advantage on any task to repair, create, or upgrade weapons and 

armor.
Speed You have a walking speed of 30 feet.
Flight You have a flying speed of 50 feet. You can glide of 100 feet as you descend up to 

200 feet.
Attributes DEX + 1, INT + 2



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Half plate armor torso/legs 15 -
Shield +1 +3

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Trident 1d6+4/1d8+4 Piercing 1-2 hand Versatile, Thrown (20/60)
Dagger 1d4+4 Piercing 1-hand Finesse, Light, Thrown (20/60)
Unarmed Strike STR mod +1 Bludgeon

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
C Thaumaturgy 1act 1 min 30 ft      - Manifest a sign of natures power: Voice booms 

3x loud, flames brighten/flicker/dim, harmless 
tremors, sounds of thunder, etc.

C Spare the Dying 1act Instant Touch Touch living creature with 0 HP. They stabilize.
1 Cure Wounds 1act Instant Touch 1 creature regains 1d8 + MOD (3) HP
1 Speed of Wind 1 bo-

nus
Concen-
trate>10

Self As an action/bonus action, move with dash

1 Thunderous Smite 1 bo-
nus

Concen-
trate>1

Self STR13 First time you hit with melee attack during 
spell duration, your weapon rings with 
thunder audible to 300ft. Deal extra 2d6 
Thunder dmg. Save STR or be pushed 10ft.

Name Description
Cantrip- Flame Weapon Flame-like radiance surrounds your chosen weapon for 3 turns and adds +1d8 

radiant damage to the chosen weapon’s damage. Weapon must not be thrown.
Channel Nature- Mists 2x per day, as an action, you can create a thick cloud of fog in 20ft area. This is 

heavily obscured for all except those within 5ft of you who treat this as lightly 
obscured. This lasts 10 minutes or until you choose to disperse it.

Protection Sense 2x per day, as an action, you can concentrate to detect any creatures within 60 
feet who explicitly intend to do you or your party harm.

Healing Expertise You have training in emergency medical treatment and can heal a number of 
wounds up to your Healing Pool per day. Your pool is equal to your Character lev-
el + your bonuses for INT + WIS

Attack Rolls +6 to hit
Spellcasting Casting Mod +3, Spell Attack Mod +5, Save DC= 13

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+2 20 33

Z Guardian P2



Creative Worlds Character Sheet

ModStrength
STR

Acrobatics- leaping, flipping +1ModDexterity
DEX

ModConstitution
CON

Craft tool- create hammers, saws, wrenches, etc. +2
Spellcraft- identify magic properties, spells being cast, learn new spells +1

ModIntelligence
INT

Perception (mechanical)- diagnose broken things, quality of work +2ModWisdom
WIS

ModCharisma
CHA

The Zepyhrkin Magineer

Lineage Abilities

10

12

16

18

12

12

+0

+1

+3

+4

+1

+1
Proficiency Bonus +2

Zephyrkin Abilities Description
Affinity- Engineering You roll with advantage on any task to repair, build, or diagnose a mechanical item, 

whether magical or nonmagical.
Speed You have a walking speed of 20 feet.
Flight You have a flying speed of 50 feet. You can glide for 100 feet as you descend up to 

200 feet.
Attributes DEX + 1, INT +2



Armor Location Armor Class Notes
Leather armor torso/legs 11 -

Weapons Damage Die Dmg Type Size Notes
Aernhuld Sledge 1d8 Bludgeon 1-hand warhammer/Focus-Absorb/sledge
Dagger 1d4 Piercing 1-hand Finesse (STR or DEX), Light, 

Thrown 20/60

Armor ClassInitiative Hit Points

Level Name Time Duration Range Att/Sv Damage/Effect
C Dancing Lights 1act 1 min 120ft      - Up to 4 magic orbs appear and hover in the 

air, each creates lights for up to 10 f
C Mage Hand 1act 1 min 30ft      - A magic floating hand appears, manipulate 

objects, open things, hold things.
1 Absorb Lightning Dmg 1rea 1 round self      - Use focus item to capture incoming energy & 

store it. Can be used to cause 1d6 dmg next 
attack

1 Grease 1act 1 min 60ft Prone Slick grease covers 10x10 area. Loosens 
mechanisms v DC; creatures make DEX save 
or fall prone

1 Identify 1min Instant Touch      - You know about an object you are holding, 
learn it’s properties, magic attunement, me-
chanical power & properties

Name Description
Cantrip- Mending 1 min casting, touch, instantaneous- magically repair a break or tear in an object 

such as broken chain, key, cloak, etc. Repairs up to 1 cubic foot.
Open Pylon Magineers can take up to 2 turns to open the magically sealed doors locks on 

pylons.
Create Kinematic Compass Ritual build- 1 hour. Create a Kinematic Compass that lasts for 30 days after its 

first use.
Combat +2 hit
Spell Casting +6 to attack, 14 save DC

Special Abilities & Feats

Spells

+1 11 33

Magineer P2




